Incidental rectal carcinoid discovered after stapled hemorrhoidopexy: importance of histopathologic examination
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Incidental rectal carcinoid discovered after stapled hemorrhoidopexy: importance of histopathologic examination

AIM: Haemorrhoids are the most common surgically-treated gastrointestinal disorder. Complications of this surgery are generally non-neoplastic. Because rectal tumors usually present demonstratively during endoscopic examination, it is perhaps tempting to omit histopathologic examination after haemorrhoidectomy, especially in younger patients.

METHODS: The AA present a case of an early rectal carcinoid discovered after surgical treatment of haemorrhoids in a 27 years old man as an example of why it is essential to send all such specimens in the pathologist.

RESULTS: The detection of early lesions permits the adequate follow-up necessary to preclude more extensive surgery and eventually to prevent recurrence of tumour.

CONCLUSION: All tissue resected by haemorrhoidopexy must be sent to the pathology laboratory to protect the life and health of the patient.
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Introduction

Hemorrhoids are the most common surgically-treated gastrointestinal disorder 1. Complications of this surgery are generally non-neoplastic 2,7. Because rectal tumors usually present demonstratively during endoscopic examination 8-10, it is perhaps tempting to omit histopathologic examination after hemorrhoidectomy, especially in younger patients. We present a case of an early rectal carcinoid discovered after surgical treatment of haemorrhoids in a 27 year old man as an example of why it is essential to send all such specimens to the pathologist.

Materials and Methods

A 27 year old man complained of three months of hematochezia, pain on defecation, incomplete emptying of the bowels, pruritis ani, and a feeling of rectal fullness. Physical examination and procto-sigmoidoscopy revealed grade III haemorrhoids without evidence of other mass. Stapled hemorrhoidopexy was performed. Histopathologic examination of excised mucosal/submucosal ring revealed nests and trabeculae of uniform, amitotic cells with salt and pepper chromatin, immunohistochemically positive for synaptophysin and negative for chromogranin A, diagnostic for low grade neuroendocrine carcinoma (carcinoid) (Fig. 1). The 3 mm tumor
was confined to the lamina propria and muscularis mucosa, without extension into the submucosa. Neoplastic cells resulted negative to the Chromogranin A, positive to the Synaptophine and to the Enolasi neuron-specific. Follow-up biopsies lacked residual tumor. Abdominopelvic CT scans revealed no metastatic deposits or residual tumor. A 24 hour urinary 5-HIAA study was negative. Serum levels of chromogranin A, histamine, substance P, and serotonin were normal.

Results and Discussion

Over nine of ten neuroendocrine tumors arise in the gut and pancreas, a set of lesions now referenced as gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine tumors, divided embryologically into foregut lesions (stomach, duodenum, upper jejunum, and pancreas), midgut lesions (lower jejunum, ileum, appendix, and cecum), and hind gut lesions (non-cecal colon and rectum) \textsuperscript{11-12}. Whereas 12.6% of neuroendocrine tumors arise in the rectum, only 1.3% of rectal tumors are neuroendocrine tumors \textsuperscript{13}. Because the carcinoid syndrome is so rare and the symptoms, hematochezia, constipation, rectal pain, and pruritis ani, are those of infinitely more common hemorrhoids, the tumors are rarely suspected until an endoscopic examination is performed, usually as a screening procedure \textsuperscript{14}. Rectal lesions are smallest GEP-NET's, with SEER data showing a median 6 mm size \textsuperscript{15}. Surgery is the therapeutic mainstay. Although several staging and grading classification schemes exist \textsuperscript{15-16}, the European neuroendocrine tumor Society recently produced a new staging and classification system that appears quite reasonable \textsuperscript{17}. Tumor size and depth of invasion can reliably guide management. Localized rectal tumors lacking atypical histologic features no greater than 1 cm are effectively treated by minimally invasive transanal surgical excision (MITAS) \textsuperscript{18}. Lesions greater than 1 cm and no larger than 2 cm, again lacking atypical histologic features, bear a 4-18% risk of spread to regional lymph nodes; although MITAS can be used, deep examination under anesthesia is essential \textsuperscript{19}. Lesions with atypical histology, a size greater than 2 cm, or invasion beyond the muscularis propria require more extensive surgery \textsuperscript{17}. For small cell carcinomas (poorly differentiated neuroendocrine carcinomas) and better differentiated tumors with metastases, surgery prevents local complications, but does not improve survival \textsuperscript{20}. Anal sphincter preservation is a major surgical goal, but abdomino-perineal resection is required when the lesion involves or is extremely close to the anal verge. In MITAS treated cases, radiologic and endoscopic follow-up are recommended to ensure adequate therapy has been provided \textsuperscript{18}.

Conclusions

There exist times in which one suspects histopathology to be superfluous. The present case, with an age far below the average 56 years seen in SEER data \textsuperscript{15}, proves this assertion false with respect to hemorrhoid surgery; the detection of this early lesion permitted the adequate follow-up needed to preclude more extensive surgery and to prevent recurrence of this tumor. All tissue resected by hemorrhoidectomy must be sent to the pathology laboratory to protect the life and health of the patient.

Riassunto

SCOPO: Le emorroidi rappresentano la patologia del trattato gastrointestinale maggiormente trattata chirurgicamente. Le complicanze di questa chirurgia sono generalmente di non neoplastiche. Poiché di solito i tumori rettali sono evidenziabili in corso di esame endoscopico, è prassi non eseguire esame istopatologico dopo emorroidectomia, specialmente nei soggetti giovani.

METODO: Gli Autori presentano un caso di carcinoma rettale in fase precoce scoperto dopo emorroidopessi sec. Longo in un uomo di 27 anni come esempio di quanto sia importante inviare il resecato all’anatomopatologo.

RISULTATI: La scoperta di questa lesione in fase precoce permette un adeguato follow-up al fine di evitare resezioni maggiori e prevenire la recidiva del tumore.

CONCLUSIONI: Tutti i tessuti resi in corso di emorroidectomia devono essere inviati al patologo per salvaguardare la salute del paziente.
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